President calls off energy-supply speech

Baker attacks energy stance

FBI blamed for 1965 homicide, ACLU file $2 million lawsuit

MSU graduate requests faculty help in struggle to return from Vietnam

Kennedy prez choice of fund-raising drive

---

**FRIDAY**

Another story:
Long days of tension come to an end as Lansing's new State News is put on press.

**WASHINGTON** — President Carter canceled a major energy speech that he had planned to give Thursday as White House aides were spread with information about the event.

The president is the process of assessing major domestic economic problems that are being reported to the nation and which include but go beyond the question of energy, which has been the subject of intense interest for a long time.

"The Carter administration is in the process of assessing major economic problems that are being reported to the nation and which include but go beyond the question of energy, which has been the subject of intense interest for a long time."

The statement was made by a Carter aide, who spoke on condition of anonymity. Although Carter had been reported to have been in a meeting Thursday on the topic of energy, the aide said that the meeting was informal, and that Carter was only one among several people attending.

"I am concerned," the aide said, "that the Carter administration is in the process of assessing major economic problems that are being reported to the nation and which include but go beyond the question of energy, which has been the subject of intense interest for a long time."

The source of the statements was the U.S. Labor Department, because major problems must be assessed before the President can make a policy statement on energy.
ATTACKS STEPPED UP ON MASAYA

Somozas urges troops to battle
China-backed Cambodian forces
making gains against Vietnamese

Some progress noted in Mideast negotiations

WASHINGTON (AP) — Armed with its first official definition of "junk food" the
U.S. government plans to begin a
series of public hearings and
a campaign to persuade parents
and children to avoid foods often
rich in fat, sugar and salt.

Calmers, which is about 250 miles
south of Vancouver, is one of three towns chosen by the Canadian bacon Commission on
food testing for the conversion to the
messaging system already in use in many
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BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (AP) — The former tents of sparkless
Detective Precinct 14 are being moved to new
areas against the Vietnamese to
provide a new home for the
police force.

In Peaking, the Vietnamese remained in the Chinese
attack, said the mayor of the city.

The mayor of the city said that after the Vietnamese ears
were transferred from the city, the Vietnamese
would continue fighting for the Vietnamese
war. Vietnam

WASHINGTON, July 16 (AP) — A 49-year-old police
officer has resigned at the suggestion of
his superiors that he take a job in the
private security industry.

MASSAGA, Nicaragua (AP) — President Daniel Ortega,
who has threatened to resign if
he is not given more power in the
country, said he has decided to
chase a delay in the peace
process.

He said that his government will
not sign a peace agreement until
the next national election.

But the mayor's national guard
headquarters.
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Legislation to delegate state more say in n-plant buildup

By ROBERT WILKENS

State Times/Nov. Writer

SAU Journalist Professor Frank B. Cullen, 44, a physics
professor at the Michigan State University in East Lansing,
has been named temporary chair of the MSU Journalism
Department. Cullen, appointed by Dean Workman, is
said to have been doing the job for some time,
and the position will be advertised for the next semester.

Cullen is a professor at MSU and is
also the director of the East Lansing News.

Cullen added that he had been
involved in the selection process for
the position.

The new position is temporary,
and the department will advertise
for it in the near future.

Cullen is a well-known
journalist and is widely respected
in the field.

He is also known for his
work on the East Lansing News,
where he served as the editor for
many years.

Cullen's appointment is
expected to be confirmed soon,
and he will begin his duties
immediately.

Journalism prof made new temporary chair

By ROBERT WILKENS

State Times/Nov. Writer

SAU Journalist Professor Frank B. Cullen, 44, a physics professor at the Michigan State University in East Lansing, has been named temporary chair of the MSU Journalism Department. Cullen, appointed by Dean Workman, is said to have been doing the job for some time, and the position will be advertised for the next semester.

Cullen is a professor at MSU and is also the director of the East Lansing News.

Cullen added that he had been involved in the selection process for the position.

The new position is temporary, and the department will advertise for it in the near future.

Cullen is a well-known journalist and is widely respected in the field.

He is also known for his work on the East Lansing News, where he served as the editor for many years.

Cullen's appointment is expected to be confirmed soon, and he will begin his duties immediately.

Miller denied new trial bid

A motion for a new trial bid by former SAU Journalist Professor Frank B. Cullen, 44, a physics professor at the Michigan State University in East Lansing, has been denied by the court.

Cullen was charged with...
Primary process should be altered

Michigan may not see a presidential primary in the state before the 1980 elections, and the legislative battle will likely mount in the meantime. The House has already lost last year's attempts to scrap plants to stage a primary in Michigan, citing the need for higher political openness in Michigan's open primary process. The House's decision may overshadow the importance of holding a presidential primary in Michigan.

Proponents of the primary have traditionally been good indicators of how the public would react. Although the primary vote is an election of some kind, some public participation is a process that will cost the state $1.5 million in the form of election expenses. The pro-primary forces, however, are out-organized by the opposition. Proposals for a Michigan primary have been attempting to work around those arguments by introducing legislation and other processes. Acceptance of those proposals will probably determine whether Michigan engages in a primary election.

The primary process may need alteration, but should not be abolished altogether. Public input is a problem for all legislative offices. The public education of the 1980 elections (the state's primary elections) has already been cut short. Public opinion regarding presidential candidates get's a lot of air time and is handled by the media's deadlines and deadlines of public support for political candidates.

But the best news is that the necessity of a primary vote as it exists now seems to mean that primary is not in much agreement in any case. What is needed is a change in any case. What is needed is a change in the convictions of individuals so that primary can be changed as a whole.

Law created new public problems

A recent survey conducted by the Michigan Council on Alcohol Problems concluded that high school principals believe Michigan's 21-year-old drinking law is failing. The survey of all high school principals showed that 28 percent of all principals polled claim they are having less alcohol-related problems in their schools than they have had in the past. In all of these, however, concludes the 1980-year-old drinking law is creating new and different public problems. The law's relatively new status and still underdeveloped rules are more likely to be the major factors for the law's change.

Some other laws have been affected by principals and general inter-schools concerning what effects the higher drinking age law would produce. There has been a rise in cross-voting, class, high school, and in the rest of the state. To some extent, the effect of the 21-year-old age limit is attempting to cause problems with the law. The law was new and all of them have been affected.

Second, many districts now enable to drink legally have turned to areas parts of the city. In the city, Detroit, several other districts have been affected by the law. Some have also not allowed un-paraded drinkers into their establishments, and that means more problems with drinking.

Finally, many districts now enable to drink legally have turned to areas parts of the city. In the city, Detroit, several other districts have been affected by the law. Some have also not allowed un-paraded drinkers into their establishments, and that means more problems with drinking.

The law is important

The law's spirit is more important than the letter

The law of the Old Testament laws you quote, are very temporary embodiments of eternal principles, only to use one particular reference. They are not binding on the people of the Old Testament, but their spirit is binding on all men.

Partly that's because our society is really guided by faith. Partly it's because the laws of the Old Testament, and of God's statements in the New Testament, are so high that they can only be followed by the highest moral standards. The Old Testament is the moral ideal, and the people would have agreed with the Old Testament moral ideal.
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Environmentalists request ban

Lawmakers try to revise juvenile code

National academy chooses 'U' prof

Quality Tires at Discount Prices!

Government guide tells about your civil rights

Area broker named to new position at University Farms

Your Civil Rights? The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights outlines some of your rights pertaining to school laws and what to do about improper discipline.

The guide outlines the

Federal Civil Rights Act, the

Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1980, and the

Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142). It also offers suggestions on how to

revise your school's discipline

policies.

MSU will offer minor in reading

A minor is reading for elementary and secondary certification candidates at MSU has been authorized by the Board of Trusteis of the Michigan Department of Education to be offered.

The program is a result of a movement "to stress the basics," said a MSU spokesman. "It would make a difference in the amount of knowledge teachers have about the reading process."

The minor is being offered by the Center for Reading Improvement, the University of Detroit, and the Wayne State University.

Several states already have programs like this, and the University of Michigan is in the process of offering a minor in Educational Psychology with a reading emphasis.

"There are certain reading errors that need to be corrected, " the spokesman said. "Some children are reading in a way that they are not understanding the content."

Area broker named to new position at University Farms

The newly named position of director of University Farms' new branch retail office has been filled by C. Gerald Rhea. A Hispanic real estate broker and former vice president of the Penta Corp.

Rhea will oversee operation of the retail organization, which were formerly located at 337-1300 Telegraph, and will be responsible for the development, operation, and management of the retail office.

More than 15,000 adult and junior members of the state's 4-H and Future Farmers of America (FFA) organizations are expected to attend the forthcoming National 4-H Congress at University of Michigan Foundation, East Lansing. Increasing number of cooperative

national and state projects has resulted in the formation of the new branch office.

National academy chooses 'U' prof

Professor Lee Martin, Department of Administration of Education at Western Michigan University, has been elected to the National Academy of Education.

The Academy, founded in 1960, is limited to 70 members who, for one year to four terms, serve as consultants to representatives of important issues involving education.

AT LAST!

A halter bra that dip-gas down in back for those difficult dresses. Embroidered with light threads. The straps and backband are adjustable with a decorative laceback to attach to panties, in various sizes: 32-36, 38-40. (C, D, E)

JACOBSONS, 2 East Michigan Ave., Detroit 48226

526-2055

Sales of dip-gas items are currently strong, with increased consumer interest and a growing number of new designs. The company had a steady increase in its sales during the month, down from 822.14 in May, to 890.63, in June.

PERRY, R.D. (AP) — Attorneys for the National Academy of Education are making a legal effort to have the academy's status as a national organization reversed. The academy is involved with the national organization.

Claim spray is deadly

The spray can be used to kill any organism in the area. The spray is non-toxic and is effective against a wide range of pests, including insects, rodents, and birds.

The spray is non-toxic and is effective against a wide range of pests, including insects, rodents, and birds.

Lawmakers try to revise juvenile code

The bill, introduced by Senator Mitchell, would provide for a system of juvenile courts to be established in each state. The courts would have jurisdiction over all delinquents, including those under the age of 16.

The bill states, in part, "The purpose of the juvenile court is to provide a fair and impartial process for the adjudication of delinquency cases."
‘Alcatraz’ is a prison film classic

BY JEROME BRESLO

This film is one of the longest ever made. stars Sean Connery, and it is the story of one of the biggest escape attempts in history. The film is based on the true story of the failed escape attempt from Alcatraz in 1962, which became one of the most famous prison escape attempts.

The film opens with the capture of a gang of prisoners by the U.S. Marshals Service. The prisoners are taken to Alcatraz, a maximum-security prison located in San Francisco Bay.

The film then follows the story of the prisoners as they plan and carry out their escape attempt. The escape is led by Frank Morris, who is played by Al Pacino. The escape attempt is seen as a symbol of the prisoners' desire for freedom and their resistance against the oppressive conditions of prison life.

The film is a powerful and gripping story of the prisoners' struggle for freedom, and it is a must-see for anyone interested in film history or prison reform.


‘Ah, Wildness!’ provides charming vision

By JUDY SKINNER

State News Editor

Encore’s summer production of Wildness

Bears out Richard Miller’s promise to do Shakespeare

Richard Miller is to have given his audience another look at the Bard. Miller recently finished directing Wildness, which is to open at the Michigan State University’s James G. Konkel Theater on July 13. Miller, the University’s director of theatre, had previously directed three of Shakespeare’s plays and has just completed his fourth.

**STORY: RICHARD MILLER TO DIRECT SHAKESPEARE **

Wildness, which Miller directed with Robert Alton, is a production of the Michigan State University’s Shakespeare Festival. The play is an adaptation of three plays by Shakespeare: The Three Sisters, Taming of the Shrew, and Measure for Measure.

**SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS IN AN ADAPTATION **

Wildness is an adaptation of Shakespeare’s plays, and Miller has made changes to the original scripts. He has cut out some scenes and added new ones to make the play more accessible to modern audiences.

**THE ACTORS: MILLER, ALTON, AND MILLER **

Miller and Alton are the main actors in the production. Miller plays the role of Malvolio, a servant in the play, while Alton plays the role of Duke of Milan.

**THE SET: SIMPLE, BUT EFFECTIVE **

The set for the play is simple, with only a few props and a few costumes. The simplicity of the set allows the audience to focus on the characters and the story.

**THE AUDIENCE: ENJOY THE PERFORMANCE **

Audience members have responded positively to the production, with many enjoying the adaptation of Shakespeare’s plays.

**THE FUTURE: MILLER CONTINUES TO DIRECT **

Miller plans to continue directing Shakespeare’s plays in the future, with future productions planned for the next season.

**THE END. **

Happy Hour

Central Methodist Church

1351 Abbot Rd. (North of Repeal) East Lansing

Sunday

Worship: 8:30 & 11 a.m.

Nursery Available

Happy Hour

Monday - Thurs., 3-5 p.m.

10% OFF ALL 5 PACKS WITH LIMIT PROMOTION (NEED TO BE A MEMBER)

The蛋白改熟のフーカー

The protein reformed church

is meeting and worshiping at the University S.O.A. Church. Left against in East Lansing. Services are in Bible based setting that the distinctively reformed Calvinistic doctrines of historic Chris- tianity.

Sunday

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Med. Studies in Bible Doctrine 7-6 p.m.

Marty’s semiannual SALE

Over 500 suits & 200 sport coats are now reduced 10%-50%.

Jeans - over 400 pairs including - Name brand jeans - 10%-50%.

Unfortunately, not all styles available in all sizes.

Open Thursday

8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

MARTY’S

835 GRAND RIVER

Dealing in used & new clothing.

Shop & park free with purchase.
Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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**SPORTS**

**EX-SPARTAN TO HELP HETHCOTTE**

**Edgar Wilson named new cage aide**

By ADAM TenNEBER

Sports Editor

MSU head basketball coach Jud Heathcote has named former Spartan basketball and baseball player Edgar Wilson as an assistant coach. When Wilson, 37, replaces Bill Berry, who was named to the head coaching job at Rice State University, he will become the third assistant coach named under Heathcote's reign.

Wilson, who was a standout basketball player at MSU, will become the third assistant coach named under Heathcote's reign.

When we first heard about our new employee, a former MSU basketball player, we were excited about the possibility of having someone who had been through the program and had a strong connection to the university. We were also impressed with his skills and abilities, which made him a strong candidate for the position.

Wilson's addition to our staff will be a significant asset. He brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the team, having played at MSU and having worked at other institutions. We believe he will be a valuable asset to our program and help us achieve our goals.

We are looking forward to working with Wilson and seeing his impact on our team. With his passion for the sport and his commitment to excellence, we are confident that he will make a positive contribution to our program. Thank you again for considering our application. We are honored to be a part of such a great organization and will work tirelessly to uphold its values and standards.
AIDS FUTURE ATHLETES

Study still going strong

By DAVE JANSSEN
State News Sports Writer

Despite receiving a rather quiet extension, the Master Performance Study (MPS) continues to run strong in its 25th year of operation at MSU.

The study, initiated by Dr. Vern Eiselstein in January, 1973, was conceived as a longitudinal study designed to look at the relationship between physical growth and motor development in children. Ten years later, the study remains much as it was when initiated.

The program remains the joint support of the Departments of Health, Physical Education and Recreation and Psychology. It was established to study the growth and development of children in the school-age years with a specific focus on motor-skill development.

Participants in the MPS come from families in the East Lansing Public Schools and are placed in the program based on their performance in the kindergarten program. Focus is given throughout the program to those children who are either among the lowest or highest performers in the kindergarten program. Throughout the year, the children are evaluated and re-enrolled into the program based on their progress.

The study is designed to examine the ways in which children develop in physical activity. "It is felt that in a typical instructional program we may possibly cause harm to children," said Dr. Eiselstein. "If children get involved in competition too soon, they become the fourth grade. We want to make sure they have the basic skills, and we want them to have the social skills versus the previous performance. We want competition looking at a rising setting is not the objective of the program.

With children in kindergarten and first grade, the primary purpose of the program is to instill a broad range of fundamental motor skills. Children are taught various locomotor skills such as running, jumping, skipping and jumping, non-locomotor skills such as throwing, turning, balance and body awareness.

The MPS staff, which currently consists of Dr. Eiselstein, several assistant coordinators and other school district staff, is the department of physical education at MSU. The curricular staff is selected from the latest and most recent training programs at the university. The graduate students are physical educators, all certified, and interested in activities such as swimming.

Undergraduate students are required to serve as research assistants in the study to instill the proper approach to the MPS. The children are instructed in their own class, and the instruction is arranged in accordance with the curriculum at the school district.

Besides the basic motor development program, the staff runs two related programs. The first, the Beneficial Motor Clinic, currently under the supervision of doctoral student Holly Lynn, is designed to increase the children's physical activity level. The second involves the use of computer programs to design individualized physical education programs for the children. The program is designed to increase the children's physical activity level.

The MPS staff continues to work with the MPS staff to develop the program and to instill the proper approach to the MPS. The children are instructed in their own class, and the instruction is arranged in accordance with the curriculum at the school district.

One of the children currently enrolled in the Master Performance Study is a third-grader at East Lansing.

Galley Sub Shop is Moving Closer to Campus!

These 1641 University Avenue buildings are being converted to a University Avenue building. The two buildings are being converted to a University Avenue building. The two buildings are being converted to a University Avenue building. The two buildings are being converted to a University Avenue building.

Bicycle Repairs

Fast, expert service on all makes. We specialize in 10-speed tune-ups and overhauls. Complete tune-up $15

Motobecane, Graflex, Centurion, Puch Austrailian Sales & Service

H ave you thought of a 10-Speed Tandum? We have Motobecane stock in stock!

Velocipede Peddler

3411 Grand River
(313) 358-9460

State News Baseball

University

News Center

WIDE SELECTION OF UNDERGARMENTS EVERY SATURDAY 10-10PM

FOR THOSE LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

Test There Is somewhere

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY TILL 3 A.M.

3131 S. GMANN and 1141 E. GRAND RIVER

MYTH: Computers have uses for business only. Learn More About The World Of Exciting Computers.

NEW DIMENSIONS in COMPUTING

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT (Tue.-Sat.)

SEVERAL BUILDINGS: S. BISCHER

1650 E. Michigan Blvd., (4 blocks south of Grand River) Lansing, MI 48906

UMI DAYTON

UNISEX HAIRSTYLE

Relaxing, Pressing and Cutting at our
Specialties

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT (Sun.-Sat.)
315 W. Holmes St.
488-3541

THE STEREO SHOPPE

Specials

BEAT INFLATION... while saving lives!!

$8.00 cash paid for each donation
$10.00 cash paid for second donation if you donate twice in one week, (same family and Saturday)

YOU MUST BE 18 AND SHOW 2 PIECES OF I.D.

COME TO:

AMERICAN PLASMA DONOR CENTER
2927 GR. RIVER AVE. E. LANSING, MICH. phone 351-3620

A National Organization dedicated to the
extension of life to others.
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Lansing July 4 spectacle draws estimated 25,000

Lansing’s annual Independence Day parade through the city was predictably a scene of festive fireworks and music, as well as a parade of floats and marchers. The parade, led by the Lansing Symphony Orchestra, featured a variety of groups and organizations, including marching bands, cheerleaders, and local businesses.

The event was estimated to draw up to 25,000 spectators, who lined the streets to watch the parade proceed down Grand River Avenue. The parade began at the state Capitol and ended at Riverfront Park, with a fireworks display to close out the event.

Photographs by Kemi Gano and Ira Strickstein
Text by Debbye Cremers and Janet Hoffmnn

Friday, July 4, 1979
A CLI asks $2 million in damages

(continued from page 1)
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A SUMMER PLACE

Quality Gin
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
(½ Off All Gin Drinks)

VERSIT IN
GOOD FOOD • PIZZA • SPIRITS
Open 11:45 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1327 E. Grand River, 517, M. of Lansing 332-6517

RHA RHA

NEW LIFELINE - held by the assassins he hunted.

CLINT EASTWOOD
THE EIGER SANCTION

GRACE KENNEDY
FRI., SAT., SUN.
ONLY 1000 W. WELLS
7/16 AND 7/17
Admission $1.50 or $2.00 for pass

LANSING'S
DIOS

STARLITE THEATRE

SUNDAY

SPICY JALAPENO BLOODLINE

CLINT EASTWOOD
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ

ROCKY II

The Story continues...

SUN.YAT SEN STUDY CLUB

PRESENTS

THE BEST FILM IN LIVE FROM REPUBLIC OF CHINA

"THE SNAKE WITH THE EAGLE EYE." (Comedians w/ English Subtitles)
STARING .At.

ENJOY THIS COMEDY ABOUT MARTIAL ARTS!
GUARANTEED BETTER THAN BRUCE LEE
SAT. & SUN. UNION 666
(DONATIONS ARE WELCOME)

SUMMER RATES ARE NOW IN EFFECT
Open Bowling all day and evening
7 days a week

Rental: $4.00 per lane
Holiday Lanes

SUN.YAT SEN STUDY CLUB

SUMMER CIRCLE FREE FESTIVAL
PRESENTS

"AH, WILDERNESS"
A Family comedy
By Eugene O'Neil

July 7th
Kresge Court
8:30 PM

Admission Free

THIS WEEK AT THE BUS STOP:

SUNDAY
Latin Disco - Live Latin and Tropical bands
with your host Andres Rivera
HOURS: 6:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

MONDAY
WVIC Rock and Roll Night - Live bands all night long!
HOURS: 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. ADMISSION: $3.00

TUESDAY
Teen Night - 17 and under
HOURS: 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
ADMISSION: $2.50

WEDNESDAY
Super Soul Night - with your host Gregg Lloyd - 100% Pure FUNK!
HOURS: 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
ADMISSION: $2.00

THURSDAY
War-T-Shirt Night together with our crazy Nuts & Bolts Game - Great Prizes!
HOURS: 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
ADMISSION: $2.00

FRIDAY
Foxy Friday - Ladies pay ½ price!
HOURS: 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
ADMISSION: $3.00

SATURDAY
Super Saturday Disco Party!!
HOURS: 9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
ADMISSION: $3.00

For more information, call our Bus Stop Hot-line - 332-2900

Enjoy A Complete Night Out At

Coral Gables!

DINE - DANCE - RELAX

Coral Gables!

Show Bar Specials
Mon. Pitcher $1.75
½ price all drinks
Tues. Flaming Hogs plus $1.50 Pitchers
½ price all other drinks
Wed. $1.50 Pitchers!
½ all drinks
Thu. Quart Nite PBR $1.10

Rathskeller
Fri. - Sat.
Easy Listening
Live Entertainment
Ask About Private Parties!

We make it special, because we know that's how you like it!
HAGAR the Horrible by Dik Browne

I'M JUST GOING OUT TO BACK TRAFFIC AGAIN...
YOU'RE WEARING YOUR NEW COAT... FANCY SHIELD... LILAC WATER...
YOU'RE GOING TO SQUEEZE THE PARIS... ONLY IF THE WEATHER IS RIGHT.

PEANUTS by Schulz

HELLO, SALLY, I JUST CALLED TO DISCUSS HOW YOUR BROTHER IS...
I SUPPOSE YOU THOUGHT I TOLD YOU TO CALL ME TO DO SO... "HE PAVERS..."
ME, I DON'T... AND I WOULDN'T GO TO THE PAPERS IF YOU SUGGEST IT.

FRANK & ERNEST by Bob Thaves

A WORD WITH YOU, BROTHER ERNEST?

THE DROP OUTS by Post

I ALWAYS DREAMED ABOUT IT...
WHERE IS THE NAPE LIFE FLIPS IN FRONT OF YOU?

B.C. by Johnny Hart

I ALWAYS DREAMED ABOUT IT...

SAM and SILO by Jerry Dumas and Mort Walker

WHEN IS OUR TURN TO GET HOME... I'M NOT DEAD YET, RIGHT?

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker

I USED TO BE ABLE TO JUMP HIGH BUT I'M TOO HEAVY... I DON'T KNOW HOW YOU DO IT.
Windstorm demolishes airship

MOUNT PLEASANT, Iowa (AP) - The winds in central Iowa turned mobile homes into garbage bins, lifted a dirt road out of its foundation and sent a 59-foot-wide rippling into aague.

The winds also caused a plane and an airship to crashland in the western end of the state. The damage was reported in the Mount Pleasant area, where a mobile home was damaged and a dirt road was washed out.

Meridian Twp. police assaulted at bar

Two Meridian Township police officers were assaulted outside a bar in Lansing, Mich., early Saturday. The officers, along with an arrest warrant issued for an unknown suspect, were injured in the incident.

The officers were responding to a disturbance outside the bar when they were attacked by an unknown suspect. The suspect was later arrested and charged with assault.

The incident occurred at the Rainbow Bar, located at the corner of E. Michigan Ave. and Mary R. Ave. in Lansing. The officers were injured but did not require hospitalization.